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Reynolds had lost his entire lance. The armor on his rear, meager to
begin with, must’ve been hanging on by the baling wire the lance usually
used to secure loot for extraction from a raid, but his motive systems were
unimpeded. He had evaded them before, he could do it again. They had
lost one while taking down seven. Not a good ratio. But they would not
be expecting another trap. Would they?
Reynolds stuck the landing, straightened his Valkyrie to full height behind the covering buildings, and sped north. Reaching the dead end he
fired the jets again. A wash of laser and missile fire passed where he had
just been standing and annihilated the building’s façade.
Coming back to Port Krin’s low-grade asphalt on Anselm Boulevard, he
jumped again. Smythe Avenue, Mikael Street, Bryson Road, and Trevaline
Way blurred past him. The near-misses from Snow Raven guns left a trail
of destruction like bread crumbs from some nightmarish, modern retelling of “Hansel and Gretel.”
“Haha!” Reynolds could not restrain his elation as he vaulted the final,
mismatched line of tightly clustered buildings and reached the new kill
zone. This site being more of a cul-de-sac, he could not simply run away.
Instead he jumped once more. At last he turned in mid-flight to launch a
complement of missiles and lasers at his pursuers. Not even caring that
he missed, he alit on one of the few buildings in the area that he knew
could support his ’Mech’s weight. He wanted to watch the fight this time.
It would be a slaughter.
What he saw was anything but invigorating. These Clanners, they didn’t
make the same mistakes that their brethren made in the Invasion two
decades before. They didn’t issue challenges or engage in single combat.
They concentrated their fire until a target fell then they moved to the
next in line. Reynolds watched as four light and medium Clanners systematically tore apart a skilled and prepared lance of heavy BattleMechs.
The Ravens were constantly in motion. Even in the close confines of the
ambush area, the Clanners sped back and forth, evading the lower power
guns of his comrades while pounding his allies with their more advanced
and accurate weapons. It seemed Reynolds had just settled in to watch
by the time the Clanners had used the dead end to prevent the escape
of their enemies. Four more down at a cost of two of their own. The two
remaining Clan OmniMechs turned his way.
Reynolds swallowed hard.
That same voice crackled into his ears once again. “We see you, little
one.” Reynolds could swear the voice had a teasing lilt to it. Did Clanners
taunt their enemies? Did cats play with their prey?
He clumsily punched the tactical display, looking in vain for another
bolt-hole. He saw one. As he triggered his jump jets again, he wondered
why the Ravens had not simply annihilated him as he watched.
Had all those near-misses been on purpose? Could they want to be led
to his comrades? Nah. He knew he was just better than they were. They’d
go down at the next site. Wouldn’t they?

Mitch Reynolds winced as another green light disappeared from his
Valkyrie’s tactical display. With no time to lament the loss of Dangerous Dan
O’Brian, Reynolds triggered his jump jets once more. The hopscotch game
continued as he and his one remaining lancemate cleared the penultimate
line of buildings. With hardly a moment to pause after the landing he’d
made so many times before, he stomped his jump jets once more.
A strangled crackle over the comm channel accompanied the extinguishing of Sweet Sandy McDonnell’s telltale from the tactical display.
She’d broken up midway through the last leap. The damn Clanners were
closing the distance faster than the boss had expected. Even the twisted
shantytown they were skipping through that had led many natives astray
was no obstacle to the damn Snow Ravens. All the flyovers by those damn
fighters must have done more than whittle down the air defenses. They
must have been mapping the locales while they were about their other
business. Fine. Let them think they had the upper hand. Reynolds and his
lance had succeeded in luring a Raven Star of OmniMechs. As he landed his
last jump and broke hard to the left, increasing to his top running speed to
clear the firing lane, he knew the so-called Unkindness should have studied
more than geography before falling for one of the oldest traps in warfare.
As he sped away from the scene, he heard and felt the exchange of fire
behind him. The boss and his lance were unleashing hell upon the Raven
Star. Reynolds let out a bark of laughter, happy that some measure of vengeance was being exacted for O’Brian, McDonnell, and of course, Bonny
Bill McCarty, who had bought it before making the first jump to the trap.
Reynolds was so completely unprepared for the sudden impact that he
took a pratfall to the suspect pavement of the slum. Wasting no time, he
scrambled back to his feet and checked his tactical display. Reynolds’ eyes
widened in amazement. “What the hell?” he said out loud. The display was
clear of friendlies. The heaviest lance in Eighth Company, and a single,
fast-recon Star had taken them down? Four enemies glared at him from
the display in baleful red.
A voice crackled over his comm. “Do not think we forgot about you,
little one.”
Reynolds swallowed hard. They were closing in. He triggered his jump
jets again, knowing he could make it to Arthur’s Pass from his current
position on Raymondo’s Place. He fought the acceleration to punch the
tactical display to a wider coverage area. There! he thought. Another of
the killer packs was lying in wait for the lures to bring enemies in. He
could make it to them. Switching over to their comm frequency, he let
them know he would be coming their way but from the south. He saw
their indicators redeploy for the expected arrival direction.
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elcome to the next installment in the series of Historical Turning Points campaign books, designed to give players the opportunity to fight in some of the landmark conflicts of the Inner Sphere’s tumultuous history.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to fight an infinite number of engagements on Antallos, while the Tracks section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the
planetary struggle between the pirates and the invading Clan Snow Raven forces. The Tracks section can also be used with stand-alone
games set in the pre-Jihad time frame.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Antallos. Included in this section are terrain tables broken
into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the terrain used in the tracks or simply as a guide to the
types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types, environments, and other rules that can
be used to enhance the gameplay experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side
are left undetermined, though a maximum may be stated for one or both sides. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with different
forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each
track as they see fit, whether by battle value, tonnage, total number of units, or whatever else suits them.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional
points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as
they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex section contains one official Record Sheet for the modified Buccaneer-class DropShip Red Raider of Vance Rezak’s Band of
the Damned.
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antallos MAPSHEETS TABLE

Urban

Rendered mostly barren through centuries of warfare, the world of
Antallos is dotted with death zones, long-lost treasure troves of Star
League technology, and city-states that once vied for rulership. The
consolidation of power by Vance Rezak and his Band of the Damned,
along with their Word of Blake allies, centralized authority in Port Krin.
The “new” capital is the world’s largest city-state in population, area,
and economy.
Once a melting pot of several nations, Antallos was reduced to
barbarism by the Succession Wars. Rather than try to eradicate that
male-dominated pseudo-society, Rezak and his allies used it to their
advantage. Throwing around their considerable might and Blakistsupplied technology, the pirates cemented their hold on Antallos after
Clan Snow Raven took nearby Rezak’s Hole. The Band put down several
vocal—if unrealistic—challenges from some of the smaller city-states
by breaking environmental domes in the toxic zones and slaughtering the population in other regions. Their uncompromising method of
warfare put an end to further challenges and served as a recruitment
tool for Antallos’ self-appointed defenders. Vinson’s Vigilantes joined
Rezak’s forces wholeheartedly, taking an oath of service as the better
part of valor.
Under the auspices of their alliance with Rezak, the Word of Blake
spent several years supposedly cleaning up a number of hot zones across
Antallos’ surface. While the Word eventually declared the regions habitable, they kept the nature and disposition of the toxins—both chemical
and biological—secret even from Rezak. In the days before the Word of
Blake’s Jihad, ComStar ROM reports speculated that the Blakists used the
collected materials for research and development of new weapons.
Port Krin is a sprawling and disorganized center of chaos bordered
on the northeast by the Tali Sea and by desolation in other directions. The lack of city planning is noticeable in the small skyscrapers
sprouting from slum and shantytown gardens. The streets are more
guided pathways than modes of transportation, given the lack of
building standards and oversight. The crowded and cramped warrens are too narrow for a BattleMech to pass without scraping its
shoulders; surrounding buildings often lean drunkenly into their
neighbors for structural support, forming precarious arches above
the streets. Landing sites for DropShips haphazardly dot the city,
while manors and estates of rich pirates and other criminals flaunt
their wealth before the eyes of the slaves who till their fields and
work their factories. The decades of warfare did not spare Port Krin,
but the city-state did avoid the use of weapons of mass destruction.
Unregulated pollution from various industries, coupled with the lingering, drifting taint of age-old weapons liberally used elsewhere on
Antallos, forced the installation of atmospheric scrubbers. Installed
around and throughout the city-state, the large processing units
were upgraded or rebuilt over the past decade by the Blakists. In exchange, the Word had free rein in exploring the world’s surface. The
scrubbers eliminated the need for a dome over most cities, though
the few cities in more highly toxic areas retain their domes as a form
of psychological protection.

2D6 Result

Map

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Military Base #1* (MS7)
Drop Port #1 (MS7)
City Street Grid/Park* #1 (MS4, MSC1)
City, Downtown* (MS6, MSC2)
City (Hills/Residential)* #1 (MS3, MSC1)
CityTech Map* (MS2, MSC1)
City (Hills/Residential)* #2 (MS3, MSC1)
City, Skyscraper* (MS6, MSC2)
City Street Grid/Park* #2 (MS4, MSC1)
Drop Port #2 (MS7)
Military Base #2* (MS7)

*Place buildings of varying size, height, and strength in all non-Paved hexes.

Desert

Atlas

Antallos

2D6 Result

Map

2
3
4

Desert Mountain #1 (MS3, MSC1)
Moonscape #1 (MS5, MSC1)
Desert Sinkhole #1 (MS3, MSC1)

5

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Desert Hills (MS2, MSC1)
Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)
City Ruins* (MS2, MSC1)
Moonscape #2 (MS5, MSC1)
Desert Sinkhole #2 (MS3, MSC1)
Mountain Lake (MS2, MSC1)
Desert Mountain #2 (MS3, MSC1)

*Place buildings of varying size, height, and strength in all non-Paved, non-Rubble/Rough hexes.

If miniature rules are used instead of mapsheets, players should do
their best to mimic the type of terrain features and elevations found on
the listed mapsheets.
Optional Rules
If all players agree, the following effects from Tactical Operations (TO)
are suggested to add specific aspects of Antallos to the various tracks.
Desert Flatlands: Sand, Blowing Sand, and Tainted Atmosphere
(Radiological/Poisonous).
Urban: Rough (Ultra), Rubble (Ultra), Level 1 Foliage, and Buildings.
Base Terrain Types
Buildings (see p. 166, TW and p. 114, TO)
Level 1 Foliage (see p. 36, TO)
Rough (Ultra) (see p. 39, TO)
Rubble (Ultra) (see p. 39, TO)
Sand (see p. 39, TO)
Terrain Modifications
Fire (see p. 43, TO)
Smoke (see p. 47, TO)
Hazardous Liquid Pools (see p. 49, TO)
			
Terrain Conditions
Tainted Atmosphere, Radiological/Poisonous (see p. 56, TO)

Mapsheets
The following tables represent the categories of terrain found on the
battlefields of Antallos. Players should create a playing area using terrain
suitable for the terrain type noted under Game Setup for each track. Players using mapsheets may either select a map from the appropriate table
or randomly determine which map to use, unless otherwise specified
by the track. MS = Map Set, MSC = Map Set Compilation, BT = BattleTech
Introductory Box Set.

Weather Conditions
Blowing Sand (see p. 62, TO)
Moonless Night (see p. 58, TO)
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Commanders

Commanders

Dorian Howe
Rank: Star Colonel
Born: 3032 (35 in 3067)
Dorian Howe rose through the ranks during the Snow Raven efforts to
gain control over the holdings of Clans Smoke Jaguar and Nova Cat on
Homer. As commanding officer of the Sixth Battle Cluster, Dorian Howe
is greatly respected among the Clan and his Bloodline. However, a failed
Howe-Magnus sibko led to these two Bloodlines feuding over which
geneparent caused the inferior result. This placed Dorian Howe at odds
with Galaxy Commander Thorsten Magnus.
While Star Colonel Dorian Howe prosecuted the efforts to secure
holdings on Homer, combat with Clan Steel Viper resulted from his
harassment and baiting efforts. These tactics have been less successful
with Galaxy Commander Magnus, as the Sixth has encountered logistics
issues stemming from the dispute. With some of the Cluster’s OmniMech
losses to Periphery combat replaced by second-line BattleMechs, Star
Colonel Howe has been forced to issue Trials of Possession to keep his
OmniMech Trinaries properly supplied.
Despite commanding the Clan’s premier ground combat Cluster,
Dorian Howe is concerned over the opposing forces they have faced
since leading the Snow Ravens from the Homeworlds. Their overwhelming victories against dezgra pirates have not raised his warriors’ morale,
and he worries they may be losing their edge.
Special Abilities: Dorian Howe is an Elite-level MechWarrior
and commands the leading Cluster of Alpha Galaxy. He has an 11
TP Rank (Star Colonel) and Reputation (+2). He is an ambidextrous
Marksman and is an able commander, with Skill Roll Modifiers of +7
to Leadership, +5 to Strategy rolls, and +7 to Tactics rolls for landbased combat. Add +1 to all when he commands all three force types
present in his Cluster.

Vance Rezak
Rank: None
Born: 3025 (42 in 3067)
Born into the Draconis Combine nobility, Vance Rezak’s early life was
marked by advantage and comfort. The exceptional Rezak attended the
Sun Zhang MechWarrior Academy. Although he did not graduate at the
top of his class, his organizational abilities coupled with his MechWarrior
skills saw him rise to command of the Seventh Pesht Regulars’ Second
Battalion. However, his ambition and patronizing attitude toward his
superior officers led to Rezak’s 3048 assignment to track down the Band
of the Damned pirate force operating along the Combine’s spinward
Periphery border.
Rezak’s battalion, stranded on a distant planet after the Band of the
Damned damaged his JumpShip, found their calls for aid unanswered.
Rezak suspected the Band’s collusion with his commander, Tai-sa Kurtis
Benzinger. After Rezak killed the pirate leader, he assumed command
and merged the remains of his own battalion with the Damned. Having cemented their loyalty by convincing the Regulars of the Dragon’s
betrayal, they happily joined his efforts to punish the Combine. The
new Band of the Damned began raiding the Combine soon after. As
their power base grew, Rezak used his connections in the Combine to
establish smuggling and other criminal enterprises. Before long Rezak
was among the richest and most influential pirate leaders along the
Combine’s Periphery border.
Paranoid after his betrayal by the DCMS, Rezak established a safe
haven for his operations on an uninhabited planet he named Rezak’s
Hole. A chance discovery by the Word of Blake led to a partnership that
saw Demi-Precentor Jebidiah “Dicky” Smith becoming Rezak’s secondin-command. The Blakists built their own secret facilities on Rezak’s Hole.
All their preparations and secrecy were for naught when Clan Snow
Raven happened upon the planet in 3064. Fortunately, the Clan was as
surprised by the contact as the pirates were. This allowed much of the
personnel on Rezak’s Hole to evacuate, though the Damned took heavy
losses as the noncombatants fled. Rezak and Smith formed a strong enmity toward the Snow Ravens.
As Rezak consolidated his forces on Antallos, Smith strengthened the
pirate’s ties to the Word of Blake. With secret facilities scattered across
Antallos, the Word bolstered Antallos’ defenses and added cutting
edge technology. Rezak also benefited personally from
the partnership, as his left hand is now an advanced,
natural-looking prosthetic and he has a number
of other enhancements to bolster his personal
combat ability.
Special Abilities: Vance Rezak is an Elitelevel MechWarrior and former officer
with a four-year career in the DCMS. He
commands the Band of the Damned
and the Port Krin Militia with a 12
TP Rank (Bandit King). He has a 9 TP
Connection (Draconis Combine),
and a 7 TP Connection (Periphery).
He has a Type 5 Prosthetic Hand
(5 TP). He is an unconventional
BattleMech commander and
uses combined-arms tactics as
much as possible. He has Skill Roll
Modifiers of +5 to Leadership, +3
to Strategy, and +5 to Tactics rolls
for land-based combat, and he
gains an additional +1 to Leadership, Strategy, and Tactics rolls when
commanding a combined-arms force.

Combatants

This section lists the combat units active in the battle for Antallos in
3067. The Experience Level indicates which column to roll on the Random Skills Table (see p.273, TW) for the combatants.
RAT shows which Random Assignment Tables (see Antallos, 3067 RAT,
pg. 6) to roll units from if randomly determining a force. Abbreviations
in italics are suggestions for sources other than the Antallos 3067 RAT
included in this product. To build a unit (if not using a
player-defined unit from a campaign), follow
the Unit Generation rules in Total Warfare
(see p. 264, TW). For the faction
tables to roll from, locate the RAT
entry for each combatant. Pirates can choose any variant
of rolled units.
Unit Abilities are special game rules that
apply to that unit
in combat. Keep in
mind these rules
are optional and
all players should
agree to their use
before gameplay
begins. The Notes
section gives inuniverse details
on the unit to help
give players a “feel”
for the command
during the battle for
Antallos.
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Tracks

Gimme the Money
SITUATION
Maqqavelwan
Prinis Prime
Outworlds Alliance
5 October 3067
Thanos’ Terribles have struck once more. Their raid on the capital Maqqavelwan used corrupted locals to smooth their entry to the local
DropPort. They easily outclassed the local militia and robbed the local gem market with the First Long Road Legion’s Second Battalion
being outside the city on training maneuvers. However, the Terribles’ informants were unaware that the command company of the
Legion’s First Battalion had arrived to take part in the training. Now the vastly outnumbered pirates have to escape the city without giving
up their loot or the entire operation will be a failure.
GAME SETUP
Use Urban terrain. Set up the playing area to produce a battlefield three times as long as it is wide. The Defender chooses one
of the narrow edges of the playing area as their home edge. Place
3D6+10 buildings to create the gem district of Maqqavelwan.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Command Company and Second Battalion of First Long Road Legion
Attacking units set up on the playing area at least 4 hexes from
the Defenders; companies of vehicles are grouped together, with
at least 5 hexes separating the members of one company from
those of another at the start of the battle. The Attacker’s force is
the vehicle-only Second Battalion and the medium BattleMech
First Battalion command company. The Attacker’s total force
outnumbers the Defender’s by a ratio of 4:1. For example, if the
Defender is 1 ’Mech lance, then attacker is 1 ’Mech lance and 1
vehicle company.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Thanos’ Terribles
The Defender has a total of four companies of BattleMechs
available for this track. The Defender declares their units before
the Attacker’s force size can be decided. Defending units set up on
the edge opposite their home edge. All ’Mechs with hand actuators are carrying loot; each hand carries loot (see Special Rules).
’Mechs attempt to exit via their home edge without leaving the
loot behind. A Defending unit that exits via any edge other than its
home edge is considered captured.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 400
Optional Bonuses
+100 Backup. The enemy has reserves equal to one-fourth their
starting numbers. Starting in Turn 3, these units may begin arriving
four units per turn.

SPECIAL RULES
The following rules are in effect for this track:
Forced Withdrawal
Both sides are operating under Forced Withdrawal rules (see p.
258, TW) unless negated by special unit rules.
Loot
The pirate ’Mechs should be limited to those with hand actuators that enable them to carry the loot from the city. Each ’Mech’s
hand is filled with sacks of loot at the start of the battle; each
BattleMech carries a maximum 5 tons of loot per hand, limited
to less by the unit’s tonnage only. The pirates have to escape off
their home edge with as much loot as possible. The rules for Cargo
Carriers (see p. 261, TW) should be used for the pirates, with the
following alterations. If loot is dropped for any reason, the sacks
break open and cannot be picked back up. Hits to the arms force
a Piloting Skill Roll to hold onto the loot in that arm’s hand; otherwise, hits do not damage the loot. A critical hit to a hand actuator
destroys the loot. Any movement besides Walking forces a Piloting
Skill Roll (Running adds a +1 penalty to the target number, Jumping adds +2) to avoid dropping the loot. Failure drops only the loot
in the hand being rolled for.
AFTERMATH
Thanos’ Terribles managed to surprise the local militia in Maqqavelwan, but they were in turn surprised by the sudden appearance
of two battalions of the First Long Road Legion. Outnumbered four
to one, the Terribles gave as good as they got. While they sacrificed
most of their loot, all their ’Mechs escaped more or less intact. The
wreckage of two tank companies spoke to their effectiveness in
dealing with the Outworlder threat. However, the terrible loss of
life enraged the Alliance who called on their new Snow Raven
allies to deal with the situation. Thanos’ Terribles, after all, were
known to reside on Antallos…

OBJECTIVES
1. No money left behind! Defender must escape with at least half
the starting loot; Attacker must limit escape to less than half the
starting loot. [400]
2. Shootout. Kill or capture half or more of the opposing units.
[250]
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22 (211)

Buccaneer Rezak

4
6

Era:

3,500
Inner Sphere
Civil War

Standard Scale
(1-6) (7-12) (13-20) (21-25)
Bay
Loc Ht SRV MRV LRV ERV
5 ER Large Laser
N
60 4 (40)4 (40) 4 (40) —
2 ER PPC
N
30 2 (20)2 (20) 2 (20) —
2 LRM 15
N
10 2 (18)2 (18) 2 (18) —
[24 misl]
3 ER Large Laser FL/FR 36 2 (24)2 (24) 2 (24) —
2 Gauss Rifle
FL/FR 2 3 (30)3 (30) 3 (30) —
[24 rnds]
3 ER Medium Laser A
15 2 (15)2 (15) — —
1 Streak SRM 6
A
4 1 (12)—
— —
[15 misl]
Cargo:
Bay 1: Cargo Space - 1,509 tons (2 doors)
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